Vulnerability Management Service | MSS

Detect Unknown Vulnerabilities that Threat
Actors Could Use to Gain Access to Your
Networks

24/7 SECURITY OPERATIONS CENTERS

Computer and network security are integral to the ongoing
operations of every business. Weaknesses within your
systems can be reduced by applying proactive vulnerability
management.

Benefit: Experts are available and ready to handle alerts and
attacks quickly long after your staff has gone home. SOCs minimize
the impact of attacks and lower costs with real-time remediation
and faster response times, continuously strengthening your
security posture.

Protect your network with security scans that identify
and sort vulnerabilities in a prioritized report that includes
instructions on how to remediate and resolve identiﬁed
vulnerabilities.
Threat actors are constantly evolving their approach to
navigate complex security systems. It’s important, as they
continue to adapt their approach, that you stay apprised of
all assets and vulnerabilities within your systems.
All businesses, but especially those in the small to mid-size,
are increasingly targeted for attacks. When compromised,
it can take internal, resource-constrained IT teams months
to realize the attack occurred. What’s worse is that it can
take several more months to remediate issues when thinly
stretched IT teams must redirect resources, educate them,
and simultaneously remediate the issues.
Software weaknesses, unapplied software patches and
misconﬁgurations can open your network up to malware
infections. BlueVoyant can give your IT department the
power to proactively assess your infrastructure giving your
in-house IT the ability to track a vulnerability from discovery
through to remediation.
Our Vulnerability Management Service is designed to create
less work and more visibility. When a weakness is detected,
we can put safety measures in place for our MDR+ clients
and increase monitoring of the host until the vulnerability
has been mitigated.
BlueVoyant Vulnerability Management Service scans your
internal and external systems to identify new assets and
risks.

Geographically diverse SOCs staffed by former government and
leading private sector experts are supported by the BlueVoyant
Technology Platform.

BIGGER VIEW, GREATER INSIGHTS
BlueVoyant continuously compiles data from the security community
building insights to help better protect you.
Beneﬁt: New plugins are released within 24 hours of vulnerability
disclosure (on average) to keep your security up to date.

TIMELY RESPONSE
Fast assessment and simple remediation to assess if systems are
vulnerable and ﬁx the problem in real-time.
Beneﬁt: Reduce the time spent researching, validating and
prioritizing issues.

COMPLIANCE-FOCUSED
Audit Conﬁguration Compliance against Center for Internet Security
(CIS) benchmarks with pre-built templates and policies.
Beneﬁt: Create reports with customized views based on type of
threat then shares them with stakeholders as easy to digest data.
Why Clients Choose BlueVoyant Vulnerability Management Service
Faster assessment, validation and prioritization of issues is what
our experts provide for our Clients. If your IT team is bombarded
with trying to keep up with system updates and is struggling to
prioritize, the BlueVoyant expert analysts can help.
We provide you with timely information on the latest vulnerabilities,
taking out the guesswork and burdens of being “current” on
weaknesses and threats. Clients are relieved to receive a simple set
of remediation actions and a streamlined way to check if systems
are vulnerable.
Wavelength™ makes it easier to stay on the same page as the
experts managing your vulnerabilities.

DEPENDABLE COVERAGE
BlueVoyant Vulnerability Management offers you the deep and
broad coverage with a database of over 45k Common Vulnerabilities
and Exposures (CVEs), 100k+ Plugins, and new releases weekly.
Beneﬁt: We take the guesswork out of identifying potential
weaknesses such as missing patches, malware, and
misconﬁgurations.

For more information please visit:
www.bluevoyant.com

Secure your business now:
sales@bluevoyant.com

